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Soldier Settlement at Yanakie: The Making of a Model 
Post-war Rural Community
Cheryl Glowrey
Abstract
Recommendations made by the Commonwealth Rural Reconstruction 
Commission in 1944 were influential in shaping new policies for post-war 
land settlement. The Victorian Soldier Settlement Commission applied 
these ideas, hand-picking settlers who would make successful farmers. At 
Yanakie, in South Gippsland, a decision to turn crown land into a group 
soldier settlement scheme resulted in a model rural community where 
post-war technology transformed the environment into productive dairy 
farms. Interviews with those involved locally look beyond the policy to 
the experiences of the settlers and employees of the Soldier Settlement 
Commission during the 1950s and 1960s. 
Yanakie, located on the isthmus that joins Wilsons Promontory to the 
rest of South Gippsland, celebrated 50 years of community life in 2016. 
The Yanakie Hall was brimming with people, as memorials to the 46 
original soldier and land settlement families were unveiled. With each 
one, a family member, sometimes an elderly first settler, told a story of 
his or her arrival in the community. It was a long afternoon, rich with 
laughter and reminiscence, replete with groaning tables of freshly baked 
cream sponges. This ‘back-to’ celebration of country and days gone by, 
organised by daughters of the pioneers, echoed events held in many 
small Victorian communities decades earlier during the first half of 
the twentieth century.
Formerly crown land, the Yanakie heath-and-scrub country, with 
several large swamps, was used for winter agistment, although most 
experienced farmers in the district considered it to be poor quality 
pasture. Despite this view, the vision and determination of a small 
group of locals resulted in the Soldier Settlement Commission making 
a major investment in transforming the isthmus into the rich dairy land 
of today. The construction of the Yanakie Estate was completed over 
ten years between 1955 and 1965; large caterpillar tractors cleared the 
environment, bulldozing vegetation and levelling the ground before 
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applying fertilisers and pasture seeds according to the best scientific 
and local knowledge available. The families arrived in stages, small 
groups of six or eight at a time, ready to establish their farms according 
to government requirements. Mostly from Gippsland, these families 
began the task of building a new community. The success of the farming 
district that developed was a measure of their optimism and hard work 
but also of the Victorian government’s commitment to redress previous 
mistakes in land settlement. Yanakie became a model of the application 
of modernist thinking to the environment, a man-made grassland plain 
neatly divided into 46 farms, each with a new house and dairy, a family 
and a government-approved lease.
As an environmental history, this paper explores the relationship 
between nature and the original settlers, their children, and employees 
of the commission at the intersection of a major transformation of the 
landscape. The narratives of locals—insiders who hold a lived experience 
of their community—enrich the understanding of official historical 
records with insights into both the relationships between settlers and 
officials, and the emotional responses of individuals.1 The recollections 
of settlers at Yanakie were gathered in a series of interviews recorded 
around the time of the anniversary celebration.2 The participants 
included Tom Savage and Les Singleton, construction workers with the 
Soldier Settlement Commission; Robbie Davidson, son of the store-
keepers; Val Williams, wife of a soldier settler; and Rob Grylls, son 
of a soldier settler. Interviews were also conducted with land settlers, 
Ewen and Dot Donaldson, Reg and Wilma Jennings, Trevor and Pearl 
White, Geoff and Shirley McCraw, Ernie Perry, Dulcie Mortlock and 
Audrey Truscott. Christine Kemper and Elaine Comben, daughters of 
land settlers and organisers of the ‘back-to’, talked about growing up on 
the settlement. Finally, Bill Davies and Bruce Lester provided valuable 
memories of the role of their fathers, John Davies and Don Lester, and 
also Jack Lester, in the development of the plains. In addition, a local 
history written by Rosemary Crawford, who with her husband Bill took 
up a farm at Yanakie, recorded many details of the settlement.3 
Government publications and archives from the Public Record 
Office Victoria provided contextual information for this study. Reports 
in the local Foster newspaper, the Mirror, highlighted the tensions 
in plans for soldier settlement at Yanakie. Marilyn Lake’s book, The 
Limits of Hope: Soldier Settlement in Victoria 1915–1938, examining 
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the experiences of World War I soldier settlements, looks at the reasons 
for failure that prompted widespread changes to later land settlement.4 
Rosalind Smallwood documents the issues involved in preparing land 
and settlers after World War II in her history of the Soldier Settlement 
Commission, Hard to Go Bung: World War II Soldier Settlement in 
Victoria, 1945–1962.5 State funding for post–World War II soldier 
settlement was dependent on meeting the recommendations of the 
Commonwealth Rural Reconstruction Commission, and a recent 
history by Stuart Macintyre, Australia’s Boldest Experiment: War and 
Reconstruction in the 1940s, explores national responses to the failings 
of earlier land settlement schemes, including soldier settlement after 
World War I.6 
World War II brought far-reaching changes to Australia as 
people and politicians responded to the realisation that the nation was 
falling behind the rest of the world, and called for a ‘new and better 
social order after the war’.7 The wartime transfer of state powers to the 
Commonwealth government provided the opportunity to deal with 
such issues, and from 1943 the Ministry of Post-War Reconstruction 
produced a series of far-reaching reports about re-shaping Australian 
society, the results of which Macintyre regards as a turning point in 
the nation’s history.8 Of particular importance were the changing 
views on farming, housing and welfare as the basis for future national 
development. A significant benefit of the work of the Post-war 
Reconstruction Commission was the impact on national development 
for the next three decades of a broad-based attempt to redistribute 
wealth for a more equitable society.9
The Rural Reconstruction Commission, one of four committees 
tasked with reporting to the ministry, took into account the history of 
agriculture in Australia, including selectors, closer settlers, and World 
War I soldier settlers, finding the impoverished and frequently sub-
standard living conditions of farmers concerning.10 Touring the nation at 
a time of extended drought in 1942, they found farms too small to make 
an adequate living, houses with no electricity or running water, and 
women ashamed to invite guests into their homes.11 Surveys confirmed 
the extent of soldier and closer settlers abandoning small farms on 
marginal land, while those who remained on their farms suffered the 
worst privations during the 1930s Depression.12 The response by the 
Rural Reconstruction Commission represents what historian Marilyn 
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Lake refers to as ‘the end of the eighty year project of land settlement, 
the end of the Australian attempt to establish a yeomanry’.13 Policy-
makers shifted away from the long-held belief that national productivity 
increases would come from placing more people on the land with just 
minimal assistance. New farming would focus on efficiency, quantity of 
produce and improvement through technology and science. The Rural 
Reconstruction Committee argued that ‘farming was a highly skilled 
occupation that required training, aptitude and careful selection of 
an appropriate holding’.14 As a result, the terms for funding the state-
based soldier settlement schemes following World War II included 
the expectation that soldier settlers would be ‘suitably qualified, their 
prospects for economic production were sound and their farm was 
capable of yielding an adequate income’.15 
The Victorian Soldier Settlement Commission, formed in response 
to the passing of the Soldier Settlement Act 1945, began work in 1946.16 
The Victorian Country Party Coalition government, together with the 
Returned Services League (RSL), was already exploring the potential 
for soldier settlement on crown lands in the south of the state in 1943.17 
Early soldier settlement farms were developed on under-utilised private 
land purchased cheaply by the commission but, by 1950, rising land 
prices and the huge demand for farms forced the commission to look 
at crown land, including the former pastoral run at Yanakie.
Yanakie Run extended from twenty kilometres south of Foster to 
the Darby River, the original boundary of Wilsons Promontory National 
Park (Figure 1). This large area of crown land was known locally as 
Front and Back Yanakie, divided along what would become the current 
national park boundary. The Front Yanakie Run covered 50 square 
kilometres, while the Back Yanakie Run, or sand hummocks, was about 
57 square kilometres, making a total of about 105 square kilometres. 
The area was known locally as ‘the plains country’ in contrast to the hill 
country of the surrounding Strzelecki Ranges where numerous small 
farms were located.
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Yanakie, South Gippsland (Map produced by Cheryl Glowrey)
The coastal plains at Yanakie included large wetland areas: the 
White Swamp on the coast of Corner Inlet and the Red Swamp on 
the coast of Shallow Inlet. Dense stands of swamp paperbark as high 
as nine metres grew in the low areas; heath covered the plains, while 
eucalypts, she-oaks, stunted tea-tree and banksia were found on the 
drier ridges.18 Surrounded by sea, the isthmus was a coastal environment 
rich in wildlife and plant resources, a feeding and breeding place for 
birds, and a former summer gathering place for the Gunai Kurnai and 
Bunurong peoples. European pastoralists had grazed the land from at 
least 1850 until 1909, when the Lands Department introduced a scheme 
of winter agistment for the small dairy farmers in the hills to support 
their economic survival. Over a period of 150 years, pastoralists, the 
agisters and lessees regularly burnt the country to create pastures for 
their cows and sheep respectively. 
Early pastoralists and farmers considered the plains as inferior, 
learning through experience that livestock died of ‘coast disease’ if 
grazed for more than a few months. It would take until the 1920s to 
discover that copper, cobalt and zinc deficiencies in the soil caused this 
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disease, although solutions were not widely available until after World 
War II. Attempts to sow European grasses had invariably failed over 
the previous hundred years of European settlement. In 1950, the local 
newspaper referred to the ‘despised plains country’.19 
Before World War II, several local landowners were trying to 
develop the plains. Of these, John Davies, later named the ‘father of 
the plains’, experimented with minimising ploughing and focused on 
changing the soils by adding lime and fertiliser with grass seed in 1939.20 
This was a technique learned from his native Wales, but he initially had 
difficulty convincing the Department of Agriculture that lime was the 
key ingredient to changing the chemistry and structure of the soils to 
support European pastures. A department agronomist, Bill Pitman, 
would promote this method across Victoria in the post-war period. 
Davies had been grazing sheep on Yanakie Run during the summers 
and found the land supported one sheep to twelve acres.21 His son Bill 
remembered a farm worker pointing out to his father that there were no 
worms in the soils at Yanakie, a sign of the acidic nature of the ground.22 
As a young boy, Bill Davies recalls clearly being told his family was 
‘wasting your time, it will all go back to scrub one day’ when his father 
first started cultivating the plains.23
Jack Lester had land at Yanakie from 1932, but it was not until his 
return from serving in the war that he began to improve the soils. His 
family held the grazing lease on Wilsons Promontory from 1927 and also 
the freehold to the pastoral freehold land at Swans Nest, Yanakie, which 
he sold to the commission. Together with his brother Don, Lester began 
ploughing the land and combining seed with lime to promote pasture, 
but realised that he would need heavy equipment to break through the 
roots in order to cultivate the land, and this was not readily available 
before the war years. They also drained Connors Swamp using a contour 
drain to divert the water around the lower ground, creating the template 
for the larger scale draining of the Red Swamp by the Soldier Settlement 
Commission a decade later.24 Lester later advised Les Simpson of the 
Soldier Settlement Commission about the soils at Yanakie.25
In the post-war quest to unlock the potential of the lands, it was the 
experienced and larger landholders in the Yanakie area—Davies, Lester 
and, further south, the Heywood family—who drove the initiatives for 
soldier settlement. Davies led the case put to the Soldier Settlement 
Commission to invest in developing Yanakie. A public meeting with 
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the Virgin Land Investigation Committee in February 1950 saw fierce 
debate about the use of the Yanakie Run. The meeting, fully reported 
in the local newspaper, the Toora and Welshpool Ensign, showed hill 
farmers clashing with the plains farmers, the former claiming that the 
public utility of the land was being met by winter agistment, which 
allowed them to carry about twenty more dairy cows on their farms. 
One protestor argued that of fourteen agisters who travelled past his 
place to Yanakie each year, ten were returned soldiers.26 
Councillor Ern Thorson, president of the Yanakie Agisters’ 
Association, spoke against development. The Agisters’ Association 
had been formed in 1949 at a meeting of about 80 hill farmers at the 
old Yanakie Homestead in response to the threat of losing the Run.27 
In an unusual alliance, local conservationists Norrie Rossiter and Jock 
Greenaway had also attended. They were intensely aware of what was 
at stake, Rossiter describing the Yanakie landscape in springtime as 
‘if an artist had splashed paint over the land’ such was the profusion 
of flowering native plants along the swamps and sand banks of the 
isthmus.28 Wildlife, including wombats, kangaroos, emu and bandicoots 
populated the bush. Native orchids were among the plants most valued 
by the conservationists, who were strong supporters of the Wilsons 
Promontory National Park.
Several advocates for development of the plains spoke persuasively 
at the public meeting, quoting costs of their own efforts to improve 
the land. Among these, five shire councillors, including Davies and 
Lester, had land on the plains and valued development over traditional 
practices. According to Bill Davies, the agisted cows tended to graze 
further towards Wilsons Promontory on land where lime was later 
mined and where the pastures were sweeter.29 
While conflicting interests divided hill and plains farmers at the 
local level, the external view of the panel of the Virgin Lands Investigation 
Committee centred on the question of viability. The committee’s 
foremost priority was to to reject all marginal land as unsuitable for 
returned soldiers. The experienced farmers and RSL members on the 
Virgin Lands Investigation Committee had become inured to lobbyists 
in rural communities promoting land. It was clear to the panel that 
some locals saw an opportunity for the government to bear the costs of 
development of the land without necessarily considering the welfare of 
returned soldiers.30 At Foster, the conviction of men like Davies about 
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the future of the plains included recognition that it would increase the 
rates for the South Gippsland Shire.31 Following the meeting, the Virgin 
Lands Investigation Committee expressed reservations about the quality 
of the soils at Yanakie and delayed accepting the project until further 
tests were conducted, rating the proposal for development as poor.32 
In July 1951, a new Victorian government with a commitment to 
opening up crown lands for farming would influence the final decision 
when the Minister for Lands, Sir Albert Lind, stepped in.33 Lind, a 
successful dairy farmer from Bairnsdale was a senior Country Party 
politician in the Victorian government with a long record of involvement 
in the administration of crown lands. An experienced developer with a 
personal interest in Gippsland, he would become minister in charge of 
soldier settlement as well as minister for lands.34 Lind held modernist 
views, forseeing a new era of agriculture when science would overcome 
nature, and, on a visit to Yanakie, he praised the successes of the ‘private 
interests’ developing the land:
These men have … by their enterprise and initiative, created new 
wealth by bringing neglected land into production. I was most 
impressed by what has been achieved on this light country—don’t call 
it poor country, because in these days of scientific knowledge applied 
to the land there is virtually no poor land.35
As well as advocating land for returned soldiers and the sons of 
farmers, Lind argued for the need to increase production, especially 
in dairying, to provide for the anticipated growth in population as the 
Latrobe Valley developed coal-powered electricity generation.36 There is 
little doubt that Lind was influential in removing the barriers to Yanakie 
as a soldier settlement development.
By the end of 1951, Yanakie was accepted as one of three group 
settlements on crown land, as opposed to freehold land, developed by 
the government. Nyora, in Gippsland was a smaller scheme with fifteen 
farms, while the large settlement at Heytesbury in Western Victoria, with 
more than 250 farms, shared many similarities with Yanakie. With most 
potential soldier settlers approaching the upper age limit of 45 years, 
time became a critical issue for developing land.37 It was anticipated that 
Yanakie would take at least three years to reach settlement stage, and the 
heavily timbered Heytesbury longer again, with a further three years 
before the land would reach half of its potential capacity.38 In 1953, local 
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estimates for the time it would take to prepare the Yanakie swampland 
to the standards set by the Soldier Settlement Commission were more 
realistic. Charlie Snell, who had drained the nearby Black Swamp, 
commented that ‘it may take up to ten years to reach full production. 
It takes years to sweeten wet, peaty country’.39 This would prove to be 
the case for the Red Swamp.
In 1954, the first tenders were let for extensive draining, fencing 
and clearing contracts at Yanakie, including 2,024 hectares of land.40 
Heavy equipment that could ‘bust through hard compacted soil with 
tea-tree roots and mallee roots’ was required, capable of ploughing 
deep enough to prevent the regrowth that the early developers had 
experienced with the vegetation.41 Early in 1956, the commission 
decided to manage the project itself, finding the scale of the equipment 
needed to clear and plough the land as efficiently as possible, as well 
as the need to use drag-line excavators to drain the swamp areas, was 
beyond most contractors. 
Bob Cameron, the administrator from the Soldier Settlement 
Commission sent to oversee the development, saw ‘nothing but scrub, 
kangaroos, and emus’ when he arrived.42 The commission constructed an 
administration centre on the site of what was to become Yanakie village, 
including store and dining room, several houses and machinery sheds, 
and diesel generators for electricity. Most of the fifteen employees were 
locals, travelling from Foster on a bus each day, although some lived in 
the accommodation block at the site. In keeping with the militaristic 
approach to managing the project, the accommodation buildings for 
the men came from the Royal Australian Air Force base at Sale. 
The military approach was also applied to the land, which was 
cleared and cultivated using International Crawler tractors TD9s, TD14s 
and Majestic ploughs, with the later addition of ex-army Blitz trucks. 
These 50 horse-power crawler tractors worked eight in a row from 7.30 
am until dark every day.43 Bruce Lester pointed out the contrast with 
previous land clearing in South Gippsland, where ‘traditionally the hill 
country was cleared by cutting the forest down, burning the resulting 
debris and sowing in the ash in the soil’.44 The application of heavy 
machinery at Yanakie also contrasts with the experiences of World 
War I soldier settlers, expected to clear their own land and discouraged 
from employing labour owing to the expense. At Yanakie, the land 
was ploughed twice before preparation for sowing pasture began, with 
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boundary fences for each farm erected as the final stage. Tom Savage 
described working on the tractors: 
so it was pretty level going for us. The crawler tractors were sat back, 
they rode pretty well and no, they weren’t rough we only worked in 
3rd gear which was about 3 mile an hour. So it’s a comfortable speed. 
Then, after it was ploughed we disced it, which we did in 4th gear.45 
By 1956, 3,238 hectares had been ploughed, swamp drainage was 
underway and experimental plots of pasture were showing signs of 
success.46 When the Davidson family arrived in March 1956 to take over 
the management of the Yanakie Roadhouse to provide meals, petrol and 
supplies for the employed men, the land to the east had already been 
cleared and was ‘desert-like’.47 
Putting in the Drains (Courtesy Foster and District Museum Archives)
In the initial meetings with the Virgin Lands Investigation 
Committee, the question of adequate rainfall for dairying was raised, 
and committee members were given assurances that the climate 
was sufficient if dams and bores were installed. The undeveloped 
environment, with its rich swamplands, seemed wet enough, but the 
district became heavily reliant on runoff after it was drained. Rainfall at 
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Yanakie proved marginal for dairying, for, although wet in winter, the 
sandy and peat soils did not retain moisture during the dry summers. 
The Soldier Settlement Commission provided dams, and on the sandy 
country they installed bores and windmills for water, although the water 
was brackish and poor quality and the sand clogged up the pumps and 
bore casings.48 The dams, two for each farm, proved to be too small for 
the climate.49 The dry summer of 1967 was the first experience of a ‘green 
drought’ for farmers and resulted in the construction of many more 
bores. The rainfall at Yanakie was lower than that falling on Wilsons 
Promontory and the rising Strzelecki Ranges. Bruce Lester described 
the microclimate between the hills at Foster where the ‘average rainfall 
per year was 40 inches, dropping to 38, 32 and then 30 inches along 
the road before rising again in the mountains of Wilsons Promontory’.50 
Extensive drainage together with exposure to the constant winds meant 
the land soon dried out.
The soils at Yanakie varied from the higher ground to the 
swamps, and, in applying new scientific methods to improving them 
for dairying, the Soldier Settlement Commission specified the mix of 
fertilisers, minerals, and pasture seed according to the type of soils.51 
Fertilisers included a mix of lime, superphosphate, copper sulphate 
and molybdenum. The pasture seed mix consisted of rye grass, white 
clover, subterranean clover, red clover and phalaris. Once the settlers 
were on their farms, the Soldier Settlement Commission expected them 
to continue applying superphosphate and lime annually, an expensive 
requirement. 
In 1960, a syndicate of local farmers, including the Davies and 
Lester families, invested in the Yanakie Lime Company, mining second-
grade lime for local use from the back Yanakie Run, which was still 
crown land at the time. Mining lime continued well after this land was 
added to the national park, finally being closed down by the Victorian 
government in 1987. The continual application of heavy fertilisers 
changed the structure of the soil, improving its suitability for the 
intensive nature of dairy farming and much needed water retention. The 
farmers applied for a herd-testing network and set up a group keen to 
improve their herds using the latest science. This resulted in stud- and 
prize-winning dairy cows as judged by the Royal Agricultural Society 
in the 1970s.52
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Developing the Red Swamp presented the biggest challenge, with 
607 hectares of heavy black peat soils. In 1953, the surveyor, F.R. Tait, 
thought the drainage of the Red Swamp, with peat soils between two 
and four metres in depth, presented ‘a major problem’ as it was never 
without water.53 In an example of the dominance of machine over nature, 
the Red Swamp was drained, burned and then grazed before it was 
prepared for the farmers, the peat soils still too soft for the heavy 
equipment. Locals remember the peat burning uncontrolled for months 
at a time.54 The swamp was eventually cultivated using a rotary hoe, and 
the grass seed was hand sown by two men walking across the wet areas 
because they could not get machines onto the peat.55
Ploughing soldier settlement land at Yanakie (Courtesy Foster and District Museum Archives)
As the work on preparing the land at Yanakie progressed, the 
Soldier Settlement Commission began selecting farmers. In keeping 
with recommendations of the Commonwealth Rural Reconstruction 
Commission, applicants were grouped according to experience in the 
type of farming they wished to pursue. The purpose, to ensure soldier 
settlers had the background to succeed, aimed to avoid one of the 
greatest criticisms of the World War I schemes. Applicants were required 
to demonstrate their thriftiness, show that they had managed capital 
effectively, and provide personal references to vouch for their skill.56 
Yanakie was settled towards the end of World War II soldier settlement 
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schemes in Victoria, when many—other than experienced farmers—had 
moved into other work.
The selection of farmers occurred in Melbourne. Unlike the 
other states where settlers were selected by ballot, the Victorian 
Soldier Settlement Commission established a panel to identify the best 
applicants from the thousands who expressed interest.57 This focus 
on individuals was a significant contributing factor in the successful 
settlement of World War II farmers compared to the World War I 
schemes. The panel used a 100-point scale to assess applicants’ ‘war 
service (twenty points maximum), farming experience (thirty points), 
personal attributes—character, integrity, honesty and mental alertness 
(thirty points), evidence of thrift and financial responsibility (ten 
points), marital status (ten points)’, noting each applicant’s capital assets, 
details of his wife’s experience, his age and any physical disabilities.58 
The Soldier Settlement Commission was looking for genuine long-
term farmers, and extra points were given for married or engaged men 
because the panel considered a wife’s back-up as important.59 
Ewen Donaldson recalled having to go to Melbourne for interviews, 
and that ‘they were very fair, the fellows that interviewed us were ex-
farmers’.60 Wives were also invited to the interviews, and young wife and 
mother Audrey Truscott was concerned that they would miss out on 
a farm since she was unable to attend because her son was about to be 
born.61 If successful, the farmers were offered a temporary lease for up to 
three years during which time they had to prove they were capable and 
viable farmers. At the end of this period, they were offered a purchase 
lease with a minimum of six years before they could apply for a crown 
grant to own the land freehold.62 Financially, the terms were generous.
Victoria’s Land Settlement Act 1953, passed in December, paved 
the way for civilians to share in closer settlement funded by the 
Commonwealth. As the work of the Soldier Settlement Commission 
concluded, the Land Settlement Act 1959 saw the transfer of land and 
administration to a civilian scheme. In 1960, the scheme at Yanakie 
became the responsibility of the Rural Finance and Settlement 
Commission, which retained most of the processes put in place by its 
predecessor.63 Soldier settlement and civilian land settlement schemes 
operated side by side at Yanakie from 1961 until 1965, when four groups 
of six to eight farming families arrived to take up their farms.64
As late as July 1958, the Commonwealth government queried the 
proposed size of the farms at Yanakie and the viability of settling dairy 
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farmers where there was no irrigation. It also raised concerns about 
declining overseas markets for dairy produce, although suggestions of 
changing the Yanakie scheme to farms for raising fat lambs were not 
received well by the Victorian government, which viewed dairying as a 
key economic industry.65  The threat to withhold funds to the Victorian 
Soldier Settlement Commission was resolved with a last-minute 
agreement to create mixed farms on the higher ground at Yanakie, thus 
appeasing the Commonwealth government sufficiently to release the 
funds. For this reason, five farms were designated sheep and dairy, and 
provided with a four-bale shed and a shearing stand in the machinery 
shed. Shortly after the soldier settlers arrived, these properties reverted 
to dairy farms, attracted by the prospect of a regular milk cheque from 
the factory.66
The sixteen soldier settlers at Yanakie arrived in two groups, the 
first in 1958–59. Only three of the sixteen farmers came from outside 
of the Gippsland region.67 One of the settlers was a bachelor, the rest 
all arriving with families, indicative of the priority given to married 
couples and the concept of family farms where the wives were seen as 
contributors. Despite all of the preparation, settler experiences were 
not easy in the early years, especially for the wives, who were isolated 
from towns. Groceries and mail were delivered by the Davidsons from 
the store at Yanakie, and, without telephones on the farms, even this 
was difficult. 
Val Williams, wife of one of the soldier settlers, arrived in July 1959 
and noticed that: ‘Because all the trees had been cleared there were no 
birds. You would throw the kitchen scraps out into the paddock and 
they would just stay there. Once the trees started to grow again the birds 
started to appear. The first birds to return were the magpies’.68 
There was nothing but dirt. Removal of scrub left Yanakie exposed 
to the gale-force winds blowing off Bass Strait. Val Williams recalled, 
‘the first big lot of wind we experienced blew most of the garages, where 
the floors hadn’t been cemented, away. Our hayshed, which was built 
on the top of the hill, as well as some others, was flattened. They all had 
to be rebuilt in more suitable places’.69 A well-recounted story about 
the wind concerns the acquisition of a church, which had been moved 
from a nearby rural community. In the short time before a working bee 
could be held to tie it to foundations, a night of gale-force winds blew 
the building sideways. The community straightened it but a second burst 
of wind blew it over totally, after which services were held in the school 
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and later the hall.70 Land settlers Dot and Ewen Donaldson described 
attempts to install insulation in the new houses, ‘the wind blew it into 
a heap in the middle of the ceiling’.71 Bruce Lester, who now farms the 
family property at Yanakie, commented, 
well of course there’s a lot of wind; it’s on a peninsula; it’s sticking 
between two oceans. There’s always going to be a lot of wind. Of 
course the wind blows at Yanakie. It blows from the west for about 
nine months of the year and then it turns around and blows from the 
east for the last three.72 
The Soldier Settlement Commission expected the farmers to move 
to their Yanakie properties when all was ready, but most successful 
applicants were coming from share farms with employers who needed 
them to vacate so new share farmers could begin the spring dairy season. 
The settlers, with nowhere else to go, moved into caravans and sheds 
until houses were finished on the farms. Conditions were primitive at 
best, and Ewen and Dot Donaldson lived in a former superphosphate 
shed with two toddlers for five to six weeks before their house was ready, 
sharing with dogs, cats, canaries and chooks while Dot was in the last 
few weeks of pregnancy.73 Val Williams remembers:
we didn’t have electricity for the first twelve months. We managed with 
good Aladdin lamps, the hot water was through the stove, there was 
a copper in the laundry for washing, a petrol engine at the dairy to 
run the machines and plenty of mallee roots for firewood. The worst 
part was not having a fridge.74 
Yanakie settlement house showing the environment soon after families arrived (Courtesy 
Donaldson family)
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The commission, wanting to ensure farmers did not overstock on 
the new pastures, limited the size of dairy herds to 40 milking cows in 
the first year and 60 in the second year. For those who had been share 
farming, this was an additional cost, as they had to purchase stock. For 
some, who already had a dairy herd, hard decisions were made about 
which animals to keep, and Reg Jennings recalled they had to ‘put them 
in the saleyards and sell for what we could get’.75 
Each property had a boundary fence, a new three-bedroom house 
and garage, dairy building, machinery shed and hayshed. Settlers were 
responsible for internal fencing, dairy yards and fencing the house yard 
with materials supplied by the commission once a plan was submitted 
for approval. The farm had to be divided into eight paddocks with a 
wide laneway down the middle.76 For Geoff and Shirley McCraw, who 
were among the last group of land settlers to arrive, the conditions were 
stark, ‘there was nothing, there was just a house and a paddock’.77 Starting 
the dairy season, they had ‘no fences at all, no hot water service’, and 
they used milk cans because there was no driveway to the dairy for a 
bulk milk pick-up.78 The dairy sheds, so modern in 1960, were outdated 
within a few years with their unrefrigerated bulk milk vats and ‘just 
three double bails of two rails, six cows at a time. No herringbones or 
anything like that’.79 
The 1960s saw rapid changes in technology in the dairy industry, 
and the assistance of the commission and the low repayments on 
purchase leases enabled the Yanakie farmers to respond. The overseeing 
role of the Soldier Settlement Commission and later the Rural Finance 
and Settlement Commission meant the farmers were required to seek 
permission to make changes to their properties. Farms were inspected 
regularly to check that fences and pipes were as specified, all purchased 
through the commission store. Ewen Donaldson recalled erecting a 
temporary fence on the peat to stop his cows dying from bloat on the 
strawberry clover. Although he had the grudging permission of the 
local overseer, the inspector made him change the fence and ‘pay 3 and 
sixpence for each old post’ that he had pulled out.80
An initial invasion of caterpillars threatened to destroy all of the 
hard work as the commissioners’ concern to minimise stocking rates 
opened the way to ideal breeding conditions for the oncopera grub.81 
Understocking on new grass rich with clover also caused cows to die 
from bloat, and this became a major problem for the farmers in the 
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early years.82 Once the grass had matured, stocking rates increased, 
and the combination of fertilisers, herbicides and pesticides meant the 
caterpillars did not reappear in plague numbers again.
The last fifteen farms each included a section of the Red Swamp, 
which had been grazed by the commission herd and so was well pastured 
with a dominant strawberry clover when the farmers arrived. The peat 
was still unstable several years after clearing, and Ewen Donaldson 
recalled that his farm, which had 80 acres of higher ground and then 
100 acres of peat soil, was too soft to take a tractor across for the first 
few years, and he could not cut hay on the farm until the soil stabilised.83 
When he first arrived in 1964, he was told he could have four paddocks 
on the higher ground but was not permitted to fence the peat. Geoff 
McCraw remembered taking cows through gateways on the peat and 
feeling the ground move.84 The drains for the swamp became less 
effective over time, and the winter rains caused widespread flooding 
in the former swamp areas until the drains were reconstructed. The 
farmers on the peat recalled the drop in soil as it dried out and hardened, 
a 30-centimetre drop that required all the fences to be redone. Within a 
few years, fences became measuring sticks, showing the extent to which 
the peat soils were shrinking.  
In 1941, the Post-War Rural Reconstruction Commission regarded 
electricity for homes as a significant factor in improving the quality of 
rural life and creating greater equity between country and city.85 But 
it would take decades before isolated districts in rural Victoria were 
connected, and, at Yanakie, the supply of electricity, which arrived in 
mid-1961, was inadequate to support the dairy farms when they all 
turned on their machinery at the same time. Elaine Comben and Chris 
Kemper recalled that power went off every night because the supply was 
inadequate.86 Val Williams remembered that, ‘the power supply was 
dreadful and every time the wind blew, the power went off ’.87 
Despite all of the hardships, the new houses were appreciated. 
When the Post-War Reconstruction Commission conducted a major 
survey through the Women’s Weekly magazine in 1942, an overwhelming 
majority voted for modern housing with bright, large kitchens and 
decent bathrooms.88 The Country Women’s Association echoed these 
demands, insisting that the Victorian Soldier Settlement Commission 
provide modern, well-designed homes for farmers, and, by the time 
the houses at Yanakie were constructed, this was a well-established 
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practice.89 Collectively the Yanakie families were very happy to move into 
a modern house. As Reg and Wilma Jennings expressed it, ‘everything 
was new and we thought that was quite absolutely marvellous. The house 
was all new, painted inside. Very basic. And we had carpet fitted before 
we moved in. That was a luxury and three bedrooms, kitchen, lounge’.90 
The inside septic toilets contrasted with the amenities of old houses in 
which many had lived as share farmers. It did not seem to matter that 
the designs were the same; because the houses were sited differently on 
each farm, they gave some impression of difference. 
The priority for families when they first arrived was to pick up 
the mallee roots left lying in the paddocks from deep ploughing the 
bush. These were used as fuel in the wood stoves and open fires of the 
houses. With no trees left on the farms, the farmers then resorted to 
purchasing briquettes or bought oil heaters.91 Establishing a garden was 
made difficult by the wind and salt spray. As Trevor White recalled, 
‘gardens were fairly hard to establish … because as soon as anything 
deciduous put out fresh new leaves, we’d get a blast of good salt and 
wind and it’d burn them off again’.92 Dulcie Mortlock was one of many 
who remembered the constant sound of the sea, ‘we had no trees … 
we could hear the sea roaring’.93 Many farmers planted cyprus trees as 
protection from the wind.94 Later they replaced them with native plants 
along the boundary fences and around the houses to break the wind 
and create the landscape that is familiar today. 
The desire to build a community brought the families together 
as working bees on the farms merged with fundraisers to establish a 
school, a hall and sporting facilities. The farmers came together to help 
one another complete the fencing and yards on their farms, volunteering 
their time and donating the money that the commission would have 
paid a contractor to the hall fund. Ewen Donaldson described his 
experiences: 
as the blocks came up we used to fence them and then they’d get paid 
for that and they’d put that towards the hall or the school … they 
were very interesting working bees I can tell you working for some of 
the soldier settlers because I was only 28 and most of these guys were 
pushing 50 and they knew a heck of a lot more than I did …95
All of the families brought young children to Yanakie. They 
petitioned for a school, which opened in a new building in July 1960, 
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but, within a few short years, the number of children had outgrown 
the school room. There were about 70 children along Millar Road, 
and the parents financed a bus to resolve the problem of school times 
coinciding with milking times. The school became the meeting place for 
the community while money was raised for a new hall. This involved all 
of the families in numerous fundraisers, which included rearing calves: 
‘we had to rear a calf or heifer every year for the funds for the hall. You 
either bought it or sold it’.96 
Among the criteria for selection of Yanakie settlers were the 
contributions they could make to their community, including whether 
they played sport, or were churchgoers. Reflecting on her experiences, 
Elaine Comben observed, ‘as well as choosing small families I think 
they must have looked at the other things that those families brought 
with them too, because by and large all of them were very community 
minded’.97 In the words of Dulcie Mortlock, ‘everyone helped each other, 
all young families and not a lot of money so they shared equipment. 
Everyone was treated the same’.98 Sporting teams flourished, including at 
junior levels. Reg and Wilma Jennings recalled, ‘it was a big family and it 
was a wonderful place, really, to bring up our kids’.99 Dances, kitchen teas, 
concerts and other functions at the hall involved the whole community, 
with the women contributing the cakes and slices that were considered 
their speciality to the suppers. The tight-knit group of 46 hand-picked 
families had lived up to the expectations of the commission.  
At the opening of the Yanakie Hall in 1966, Sir Herbert Hyland, 
MLC for Gippsland South, congratulated the community for the 
success of the settlement. Despite the high costs of the project, in 
terms of pounds of butterfat per acre Yanakie had produced 100 while 
the Victorian average was 59, New South Wales averaged 31 and 
Queensland just over 15 pounds. In August 1963, the sixteen farms in 
the Yanakie Soldier Settlement section cost each farmer the equivalent 
of $32,518. The government had subsidised the development of each 
farm by $18,200 so that, for an overall cost of $50,700, the blocks of 
an average size of 121 hectares sown to pasture with improvements 
of $12–16,000 were the most expensive farmland in the district. The 
settlers started their farming in conditions that contrasted totally with 
those experienced in previous settlement schemes, benefiting from low 
interest loans, established pastures, high levels of fertiliser, agricultural 
advice on infrastructure, and modern houses. Yanakie became a model 
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example of global settler grasslands, and, in 1967, the Rural Finance and 
Settlement Commission hosted members of the land settlement boards 
of several Australian states and New Zealand on visits to the district. In 
terms of post-war reconstruction, it was a triumph of man over nature: 
the expansion of the European grasslands at Yanakie at the expense of 
the wetland habitats.
The people of Yanakie were welcomed by the wider community, 
with shops in neighbouring Foster and Fish Creek offering deliveries. 
Sporting teams were included in local competitions, and groups like the 
Country Women’s Association, the Yanakie Progress Association and a 
branch of the Country Fire Authority formed and became active. The 
success of this integration was attributable in part to the community-
minded people selected for Yanakie, but acceptance may also be due 
to the local structural changes as farming families purchased land on 
the plains. Yanakie became the model for many hill farmers, who now 
turned their energies to cultivating the plains as a way of achieving 
more success in the dairy industry. The environmental barriers in the 
hills—steep terrain, limited access for milk tankers and prolific weeds—
constrained the ability of farmers to adopt more technical approaches. 
The commission had proven to these farmers that investment and 
management could transform coastal land, and, with heavy equipment 
and fertilisers more accessible, large areas of plains land were fenced, 
drained and cultivated. 
In an era when closer settlement schemes were still favoured by 
governments, the remaining section of crown land at Yanakie was 
proposed for development. In 1960, the Soldier Settlement Commission 
assessment of the project included developing the back Yanakie Run and 
6,600 acres of Wilsons Promontory National Park to make the scheme 
viable for 80 to 100 new settlers.100 The Yanakie Progress Association, 
perhaps seeing an opportunity to expand the community, supported 
the proposal, although the Yanakie Cattlemen’s Association registered a 
strong protest.101 The proposal was rejected by the Victorian public and 
the Victorian government and, in 1965, the 18,000 acres that made up 
the back Yanakie Run were added temporarily to Wilsons Promontory 
National Park, a move that was made permanent in 1969 and shifted 
the boundary to the current position.102 
At Yanakie, the role of the Rural Finance and Settlement 
Commission concluded in 1968 when the last purchase leases were paid 
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and the land became freehold. A year later, the Yanakie Roadhouse took 
steps to service the increasingly lucrative tourist trade as the popularity 
of Wilsons Promontory National Park grew, applying for a liquor licence 
despite protests from some of the farming families. In 1970, however, 
world surpluses of dairy products saw farm incomes plummet, and 
Yanakie farmers joined 10,000 other producers from across the state to 
protest against rural poverty. This and drought resulted in farm sales 
and the first subdivisions for hobby farms. As Rob Grylls recalled, ‘land 
subdivisions were a way out for some of the older soldier settlers given 
their age’.103 
The diversification of Yanakie brought many changes, but the 
settlers remember the good times when they created a community at 
the settlement. In the words of Dot and Ewen Donaldson, ‘it was the 
best thing that ever happened to us’.104 This view was repeated by all of 
the settlers interviewed for the project on which this article is based. 
Few people remembered the environment before clearing for settlement, 
and, reflecting on the decision to establish the settlement, Bruce Lester 
commented, ‘the 12,000 acres they took on was a pretty good fit for 
land selection. It had probably minor conservation value, it was soil that 
could be worked easily, it could be laid out easily, it lay well and had a 
similar development on private land alongside it’.105
Memories of a decade when the commission worked alongside 
the farmers to ensure they succeeded were positive, despite the close 
management and loss of autonomy. The financial support of the 
purchase leases enabled farmers to put their resources into establishing 
their farms in a decade when prices for dairy produce were high and 
demand was driving efforts to improve productivity. 
The World War II soldier settlement at Yanakie is representative 
of the Victorian response to the failures of previous schemes, including 
World War I soldier settlement. In common with settlement schemes 
around the state, the application of technology to develop crown land 
and improve soils at Yanakie, together with close management of the 
farmers during their lease period, contributed to agricultural successes. 
Interviews with the settlers and workers of Yanakie suggest that 
achievements owed more to the relationships forged through shared 
experiences and the desire to build the community. It seems too, that 
the common Gippsland origins of the settlers played a role, drawing 
on their familiarity with the dairy industry, the general environmental 
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conditions and connections to neighbouring communities. By the end 
of the 1960s, only one of the 46 settlers had chosen to leave Yanakie, the 
farms were prosperous, sporting teams were thriving and the school was 
overflowing with children. On the eve of the tenth anniversary of settlers 
arriving in 1969, Yanakie was a model of World War II soldier settlement 
in Victoria according to both the settlers and the Rural Finance and 
Settlement Commission, which promoted the area internationally.
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